
Background
• There remains a shortage of  knowledge on how to 

effectively assess & work with fathers involved in child 
protection, placing children at the heart of  these cases at 
risk (Brandon et al, 2017).  

• This lack of  knowledge has been linked to the 
proliferation of  binary stereotypes from a societal to 
practice level, in conjunction with the gendered approach 
to social work which disproportionality targets mothers 
& excludes fathers (see figure one).  

• Such practice not only goes against the knowledge that 
fathers can play a positive role within the lives of  their 
children, but by holding fathers to a lower standard &/or 
excluding them entirely, mothers are being pushed into 
the role of  gatekeeper, where any neglect or abuse is 
overwhelmingly regarded as a failure of  mothering 
(William, 2007).

Method & Analytical frame
• Ethical approval was obtained from SHU & data collection began 

in January 2021. 
• A snowball recruitment strategy has been employed using a 

network of  gatekeepers. 
• Ten frontline workers, five fathers & five mothers, who fit the 

inclusion criteria, & have had personal experiences of  being 
involved &/or had a child subjected to a child protection case 
within the last 18 months will be recruited, including at least 
one case study. 

• In-depth initial & follow-up interviews will be conducted virtually. 
• Interviews will be analysed between & within cohorts using 

interpretative phenomenological analysis following the procedure 
outlined by Smith, Flowers & Larkin (2009).

• Identity theory will be employed to explore the differential 
performances, relationships, & interconnections of  roles within the 
setting of  a child protection cases (See figure two).

Gaps in research
• Currently only a partial construction of  fathers involved in child protection 

exists, where previous accounts have lacked diversity, do not acknowledge the 
experiences of  ‘uninvolved’ fathers nor do they make a distinction between types 
of  fathers  (Zanoni et al 2014).

• The discipline of  social work & a small cohort of  researchers have dominated 
knowledge production (Maxwell, Scourfield & Featherstone et al, 2012 & Brandon et al, 
2017).

Research questions

A sociological lens will be employed to explore the following questions:
• What are the meanings assigned to the role of  fatherhood by parents & front-line 

workers involved in UK child protection cases?

• Do similarities &/or differences exist within and between mothers, fathers & 
workers as to their construction & expectations of  the role of  a father?

• Does the presence &/or absence of  the role of  a father within a child protection 
case have an impact upon local service involvement & intervention response? 

Initial findings to date: 
• Legal & policy barriers exacerbate men’s disengagement.  Fathers are 

often unaware of  their rights.
• Administration barriers inc. time constraints, lack of  a paper trail & 

fathers being subjected to greater scrutiny by social services, promotes 
their exclusion & can fuel disconnection with their children. 

• Gatekeeping by mothers is a common occurrence often fuelled by fear 
taking various forms, from not disclosing who the father is, holding 
back contact details, to fabricating violence.  
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Anticipated impact:
• This research seeks to add to the partial construction of  fathers to 

date, by actively recruiting & comparing the experiences of  those 
who have not been previously heard.

• This research seeks to generate a number of  recommendations & 
guidance on how social services & non-statutory organisations can 
better engage with fathers, whilst further challenging flaws in the 
current system, which can be argued as fuelling disengagement of  
fathers & in turn places children at additional risk.


